
KEY

TOPIC     - Why People Buy

PURPLE (GRAMMAR)  - 1st Conditional/Future Conditional

BLUE (VOCABULARY)   - Phrasal Verbs

YELLOW (CONVERSATION STRATEGY)  - Expressing hesitation and
polite refusals.

GREEN (CRITICAL THINKING SKILLS)  - Evaluating advantages and
disadvantages.

HEMISPHERES LEVEL 2 UNIT 6 PART A

JAKE'S BIRTHDAY GIFT

INT: A CLOTHING STORE. AMY AND LENA, SEEN FROM INSIDE THE
WINDOW, STOP AND LOOK INSIDE.

LENA
Hey, this place looks cool. Let's
go in.

AMY
Okay.

AMY (CONT'D)
(holding up a shirt)

How about this one?

LENA
(laughing)

Um, I don't think so.  

AMY
(putting it back)

Too flowery, huh?  Okay, let's get
rid of this one.

LENA
(picking up another shirt)

Here, this might be a good birthday
gift.

AMY
 I don't know. I'm clueless when it
comes to men's clothes.

(CONTINUED)



LENA
(pointed)

But you know Jake so well.

AMY
(cautious)

What does that mean?

LENA
Oh, nothing.  Look, if we just
think about what Jake usually
wears, we'll pick the perfect gift.

AMY
Okay, that sounds great.

Lena holds up as blue shirt.

LENA
Now, this is a hot shirt.  It's
perfect for a boyfriend.

Amy gives Lena a look.

LENA (CONT'D)
No really, this shirt is soft. Feel
it. (Amy does)

AMY
Oh wow.  It is nice.

LENA
If he takes good care of it, it'll
last a long time. And it's on sale.

AMY
Okay Lena, I'm sold.  Now, let's
look at jackets.

LENA
But I though we decided to buy him
one gift from all of us.

AMY
We did.  But I saved up  a little
money to get him something - from
me.

LENA
Wow...you're a good girlfriend..

2.
CONTINUED:

(CONTINUED)



AMY
Excuse me!?

LENA
(feigned innocence)

What?  I didn't say anything.
Where are the jackets?

Chaz walks out.

CHAZ
Uh oh. If Lena's suspicions about
Amy and Jake are true, it might
cause problems at the cafe. What do
you think?

HEMISPHERES LEVEL 2 UNIT 6 PART B

INT: A CLOTHING STORE. AMY AND LENA ARE LOOKING AT MEN'S
JACKETS.

LENA
(holds jacket up)

Hey this one is really nice!

AMY
It'll look good with the shirt.

LENA
Yeah, it's the last one.  It's a
sell out. It must be popular.

(squints at price tag)
Ouch.

AMY
Is it a lot? 

LENA
Oh, yeah.  Three hundred bucks.

AMY
Forget it.  It's a rip off.  So,
how did you find out about Jake and
me?

LENA
It's pretty obvious.

AMY
Oh, it is?

Lena smiles knowingly.

3.
CONTINUED: (2)

(CONTINUED)



LENA
(nods)

Hey, check this out. And it's
cheaper.

AMY
That looks good too!

(feels it)
Uh...Martina doesn't know we're
dating, does she?

LENA
She might suspect, but probably
not.

AMY
If she finds out, it might make
things uncomfortable at the cafe.

LENA
I won't say a word.

(looking at price tag)
Hey, it's thirty percent off.

AMY
Fantastic.  That means I wind up
with extra money.  Maybe I should
get Jake a....

LENA
Slow down, girl.  It's a secret,
remember?

Chaz enters wearing the same jacket.  The words "Advantage"
and "Disadvantage" pop on as appropriate.  B-roll of scene
underlines Chaz' speech.

CHAZ
I liked Jake's jacket so much, I
bought one, too.  Why?  Well, it's
not as soft as the other jacket, a
disadvantage. But, it was a lot
cheaper than the other jacket, a
definite advantage.  And, it looks
good too, don't you think? 

4.
CONTINUED:


